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Welcome
to our home.
As the oldest Black Forest Inn in the
area, we are proud of our 500 year
long tradition of service and dedication
to our guests. We strive to make your
stay as comfortable and memorable as
possible. We offer a low-key relaxed
atmosphere with local decor and an
excellent menu of regional cuisine. Our
kitchen prides itself in the use of only
the freshest local ingredients. Our rooms,
while modern, are in keeping with the
rustic theme of our hotel and environment. Choose a traditional room in
the main hotel or a small apartment in
our guesthouse. All our rooms have
private baths, telephone, TV and radio.
We didn’t forget the kids either. Watch
them play on our playground, in our
inside playroom, or enjoy some fun with
our small furry friends.
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We are looking forward to your visit.
Eugen Winterhalder and his team
Hotel • Schwarzwaldgasthof

***
If you are looking to combine business
with pleasure; enjoy our state of the art
conference facility. (Equipt with high
tech amenities to Insure to make your
seminars a success). Whether you seek
action and adventure, relaxation and
escape, or if you have an important
meeting to organize, we offer something for you.

“Zur Traube“
im Bergdorf Waldau bei Freiburg

Sommerbergweg 1 • Ortsteil Waldau
79822 Titisee-Neustadt im Hochschwarzwald
Tel. +49 (0) 76 69 / 2 29-0 • Fax +49 (0) 76 69 / 2 29-29
info@traube-waldau.de • www.traube-waldau.de
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This is how you find us:

Hotel • Schwarzwaldgasthof

“Zur Traube“
im Bergdorf Waldau bei Freiburg

your family friendly hotel in the Black Forest.

Winter Fun?

Enjoy the holiday.
Waldau (ca. 950-1127) is an idyllic village in the heart
of the Black Forrest. It offers enchanted vistas, rolling
hills and vast fields filled of endless hiking trails and paths.
Our hotel offers an ideal starting point to access hiking
and biking trails. Loose yourself in the boundless beauty
and fresh air. Enjoy one of many local sport and climbing
facilities. Plan a day trip to one of our lakes or enjoy the
waterpark paradise near the famous Titisee opend in
2010. Whether you desire relaxation or adventure, you
will find it all within easy access to our hotel.

Winter in our village means
snow and lots of it. Bring your
own skis or rent them in one
of our local ski areas or shops.
The closest ski area is within
walking distance from our
hotel. Not an alpine skiier?
Cross country trails abound
in our area with easy access
starting right at our front door.
Besides skiing, enjoy a day
of sledding with the kids,
snowshoe through untouched fileds of snow
and catch a glimps of the
distant alps.
After a long day of playing
in the snow, unwind in our
spacious sauna and dine on
our renound black forrest
specialties.

